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Ronald Freeman reflects on a remarkable banking
and investment career

O

n Thursday 28th February,
the 22nd Annual Reflections
Lecture was delivered
by Ronald Freeman (Pilgrims’
Chairman from 2010-2017) to an
audience of Pilgrims and guests at
the Cavalry and Guards Club.
After being introduced by Lord
Stirrup (Pilgrims’ President),
Ronald Freeman began by paying
tribute to Sir Robert Worcester
(Pilgrims’ Chairman from 1993 to
2010) who first initiated the idea
of a Reflections Lecture in which
a distinguished speaker looked
back on his/her career. Sir
Robert’s company, Ipsos Mori
had just celebrated its 50th
anniversary. Ronald Freeman
then went on to point out that
both British and American
governments were experiencing
serious economic and social
problems with a lack of trust in the
market economy. He argued that
a minimum level of wealth was
necessary to preserve democracy.
Ronald Freeman was banking
department head of the European
Bank for Reconstruction and
Development financing to the 23
countries of the former Soviet
empire, head of investment
banking at Salomon Brothers,

Ronald Freeman
and previously a McKinsey
consultant and a lawyer in the
Paris office of Baker and McKenzie.
He looked back at the inflation
caused by changes in oil prices
during the 1970’s right through to
the 1990’s and into the first decade
of the 21st century with the crisis
created by sub-prime mortgages
and the world-wide recession. This
resulted in the failure of financial
institutions. In all this he stressed
the crucial importance of the rule
of law which existed in democratic
states but not in authoritarian/
totalitarian states.
At question time Ronald Freeman
handled with dexterity such topics
as to why capitalism does not lead
to democracy in undemocratic
states (no rule of law), whether

there was any hope in the financial
and democratic future, the full
impact of the financial crisis of
2008 and the relationship between
the Russian oligarchs and their
government (i.e. corruption).
Pilgrims’ Chairman Diane Simpson
delivered a very warm vote of
thanks and presented Ronald
Freeman with a bottle of French
wine and a bouquet of flowers.
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Following on the recent letter
from the Chair of our Membership
Committee, I am writing with a
request of the membership to
reflect on the agenda of events
for the forthcoming year.

or the last two years, the
Programme Committee
have worked diligently to
broaden the number and types
of events. The focus of this
effort has been to both increase
engagement across the existing
membership whilst attracting the
attention of our new members.
As many of you will have noticed,
the result has been a dramatically
expanded programme covering a
wide range of issues related to the
Special Relationship. Beyond the
traditional programme of formal
dinners, we have now included
a more frequent and informal
programme of ‘Short Chat’ lunches
and evening drinks.
This new programme represents
a material investment by the
Executive and has taken great
personal leadership by Sir Peter
Bottomley, Chairman of our
Programme Committee, to execute.
In addition to supporting the efforts
of the Membership Committee
and the broader development
of the society, it is also seen as
appropriate in the context of the
current political climate.
As with the core programme, the
objective of both the “Short Chat”
and the “Drinks and Discussion”
series is to ensure the continuation
of an environment where members
can enjoy candid discussion, learn
from one another, and access
insights, permissible only in the
environment of trust which the
bond of the Pilgrims creates. So
why the new approach?

Few will contest that the
special-relationship has been
publicly tested. As Theresa May
articulated in her recent speech
at Chatham House, “the coarsening”
of political debate – “both in
substance and style” – has left
many of us concerned. Short
termism and populist tactics,
exemplified by the forced
resignation of Sir Kim Darroch,
have undermined traditional
avenues of diplomacy and left many
centrists disenfranchised. Indeed,
disruption across both political
systems has meant that collectively
the US and UK have appointed five
Secretaries of Defense or Ministers
of Defence in the last six months
alone. The result has been almost
impossible to follow and, as one who
served at the Pentagon, personally
painful to observe. Indeed, as Rory
Stewart has argued, there is a clear
case to review how government
is governed, should this chaotic
approach continue.
Yet, instinctively, as committed
advocates and beneficiaries of the
Special Relationship, we Pilgrims
understand that this is necessarily
an aberration. Our English-speaking
union runs much deeper and wider
than the current fluctuations in
political discourse and as I look to
my work in industry, I see cause
for solid optimism. US investors
have accelerated their placement of
capital in the country – even against
the backdrop of an uncertain Brexit
– and continue to value technology
companies developed here as
offering true substance.
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Further, it is evident that the
relationship remains reciprocal,
despite disparities. Recent hyperbole
by the Trump administration valued
the relationship at a trillion dollars
per annum. While such figures may
be ‘fake news’ they demonstrate
an important popular perception
of proximity and the UK remains
the fourth largest investor in the US
accounting for 6% of all US exports.
As momentum for the Special
Relationship is increasingly driven
outside of the formal government
channels, and dominated instead by
the organic interactions in business,
technology and culture; it is only right
that our programme reflects and
supports this engagement – seeking
to find positive progress and
solutions which can inform the
diplomatic dialogue.
Against this backdrop, through the
personal efforts of Reverend Mark
Fox, the “Short Chat” series has
allowed members to learn while
they lunch. Lasting only an hour, the
series has proved successful with
members who work full-time and
those who need to return to young
families at home. While the format
has attracted high-profile speakers,
to include a brilliant exposition on
ethics in intelligence by Sir David
Omand, the format has also allowed
the group to explore more alternative
perspectives. Accordingly, Kathleen
Burk joined to speak about her
latest book: The Lion and the Eagle
– surveying the two empires from
1782-1972. This was complemented
by Kori Schake’s tour de force on the
transition from British to American
hegemony which highlighted the very
powerful role that personal relations
and co-investment has played in
bringing our two countries together.
To complement this daytime offering,
we have built on the good fellowship
of the members who have opened
>
their homes for the “Drinks and
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> Discussion” series – occurring
monthly between 6.30-8.00pm.
Kicking the initiative off, members
were hosted by Peter and June
Felix to hear the ever-provocative
Adam Boulton of Sky News and
enjoyed canapés and drinks in
the elegant surrounds of their
home as members had a chance
to ask questions and debate. More
recently, Lord Owen gave a candid
and heartfelt view in the wake of
his new book: Hubris – the road
to Donald Trump – describing,
from a physician’s perspective, the
mental and physical condition of
political leaders past and present
and providing personal insights
from his own time as leader of
the Social Democratic Party. Last
month, a group of 20 attended a
performance by the San Francisco
ballet company at Sadler’s Wells –
watching a piece choreographed
by a British graduate of the Royal
Ballet for the American company.
Mingling with a group of supporters
of the ballet, members were able
to understand the alternative
approaches to support
for the arts across the Atlantic.
Collectively, these afternoons
and evenings have fostered
an intimate atmosphere across
the attendees, enabling members
to better understand one another
and reminding us that at its
most basic, the Special
Relationship, like the Pilgrims is
about trust and fellowship.
As we seek to progress this new
complementary programme,
please look out for opportunities
to join. We would also ask those
of you with suggestions on
important topics to come forward
to the Programme Committee as
we would welcome everyone’s
suggestion and support. We would
also like to know if you’d like to host
an evening event at your home.

Visit to Syon House and Gardens

O

n Wednesday
3rd July, the
annual Pilgrims
summer outing
took place at Syon
House and Gardens
– the last surviving
ducal residence (Duke of
Northumberland) with its
country estate in Greater London.
Syon House enjoys the distinction
of interiors designed by Robert
Adam and gardens by Capability
Brown in the eighteenth century.
The tour of the house concentrated
on the American connections,
taking in such notable figures
as James Smithson, Pocahontas,
Joseph Brant and John Norton.
Syon’s links with the founding of the
colony of Virginia and the original
settlement of Jamestown (1607), as
well as the creation of the city of
New York and the establishment of
the great Hudson’s Bay Company in

1678, were fully explored
in our special guided tour.
Attention was also focused
on Syon’s connections with
the War of Independence
(1776-1783) and the War
of 1812.
The Syon Gardens feature the
artificial Long Lake and Flora’s Lawn,
with a Doric column and mulberry
trees planted during the Protector
Somerset’s residence here in the
16th Century. The Great Conservatory
was built of gun-metal and Bath
stone by Charles Fowler, designer
of Covent Garden market. The 40
acres of gardens retain an idyllic
atmosphere with nature and
man-made landscaping working
in apparent harmony.
Our deepest thanks to the staff at
Syon House for their kindness and
hospitality with the added blessing of
perfect weather.

A gift from a resident of Alfreton, former home of
Robert Watchorn, early Pilgrims’ member

P

eter Singleton published the following account in the
Parish Church of Alfreton magazine. The Pilgrims are
delighted that Peter has presented them with this 1907 flag.

A curiosity
It’s amazing what can turn up on e-bay! Pictured below is a small flag that was described as
being from ‘the estate of Robert Watchorn’ – an Alfreton lad who went to the States and made
good. He never forgot his home town and paid for the building of the Watchorn Methodist
Church and the war memorial for example.
Watchorn was a great admirer of Abraham Lincoln and was keen to establish ties between
Britain and America. This flag emanates from an organisation set up in 1902 with just those
aims. It was called ‘The Pilgrims’. It is no surprise that Robert Watchorn appears to be an
early member of the group, founded by Sir Harry Brittain. Its aims were ‘to promote goodwill,
good fellowship, abiding friendship and everlasting peace between the United States and Great
Britain’. Perhaps the issuing of the flag was an annual thing, given that it is dated 1907. It depicts
a medieval pilgrim mounted on a donkey with an eagle on its rump, representing the United
States. Along side the donkey is a lion to represent Great Britain. At the top of the flag is another
pilgrim who appears to be gazing with amazement at a motor car, bicycle, steamship, airplane
and a train. Underneath is the motto ‘Hic Et Ubique’ which is Latin for ‘here and everywhere’.
You might be forgiven for thinking that this organisation has long since disappeared. However, it
is still going strong, both here and in America, and for those of you with access to the internet, a
website to look at. It holds regular meetings to further Anglo-American relationships and counts
its past members the likes of Margaret Thatcher and Henry Kissinger. The Queen is the patron.
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Andrew Roberts sees Churchill as a man of destiny
whose life before 1940 prepared him for greatness
1940 diary (which is still closed to
researchers). Roberts was also able
to make use of the newly-published
diaries of Ivan Maisky (Soviet
Ambassador to Britain 1932-43)
and the forty-one sets of papers
deposited at the Churchill Archives
in Cambridge by people who worked
with him.

Andrew Roberts

O

n Wednesday 6th March,
the guest speaker at a
Pilgrims’ luncheon, held at
the Cavalry and Guards Club, was
the distinguished historian Andrew
Roberts talking about his latest book
‘Churchill: Walking with Destiny’.
Pilgrims’ Chairman Diane Simpson
welcomed Pilgrims and guests
and the speaker was introduced
by Chairman of the Programme
Committee Sir Peter Bottomley, MP.
Andrew Roberts, a fellow Pilgrim,
is arguably the greatest historian of
his generation and his knowledge of
Churchill’s life and career extends
over thirty years of close study.
According to his own reckoning,
there have been 1009 biographies.
What separates his biography
from the others is his access to
King George VI’s unexpurgated
diary records of Churchill’s weekly
audiences during the Second
World War (by special permission
of the Queen), as well as access to
the recently-discovered verbatim
reports of the War Cabinet meetings
over which Churchill presided
and also access to Lady Soames’

Andrew Roberts dealt skilfully with
Churchill’s life before 1940 – his
school days at Harrow, his time in
the Army in the Sudan, the First
World War with the Dardanelles
disaster (which might easily have
been a different story with Turkey
forced out of the war) and his
wilderness years out of office (from
1929 to 1939). Roberts also dealt with
Churchill’s moods of depression,
his heavy drinking (although not
a real alcoholic) and his mistakes
in government. Roberts offered a
full-rounded portrait of a man who
was a great historian in his own
right with a mastery of the English
language and a lover of Shakespeare.
Churchill was a true colossus who
bestrode the world.
At question-time Roberts covered a
range of topics including Churchill’s
place in British and world history,
whether or not he was a war lover,
his reactions to his electoral defeat
in 1945, his attitude towards Hitler
and which side he would have
taken in the Brexit debate. Sir David
Newbigging gave a very warm vote
of thanks and presented Andrew
Roberts with a Pilgrim official history
(he already had a Pilgrims tie!).

NEW MEMBERS JANUARY
AND MAY 2019
Lieutenant Colonel Charles
Antelme, DSO
Margaret Appleton, MBE
Helle Blystone
Professor Kathleen Burk
Clare Chapman
Eden Collinsworth
Bettina Coote
Kate Corsden
David Dale, Jr
Alison Davis
Nicole Gray Conchar
Oliver Lee, OBE
William Mathews
Peter Michael
John Petrie
Rosamund Reece, MBE
Alexandra Robson
Captain Sam Shephard, GC
Jane Siebels
Rachael Stearns
Anne-Marie Trevelyan MP
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Sir David Omand offers a
brilliant exposition of the ethics
of secret intelligence

Sir David Omand

S

ir David Omand GCB, at
present Visiting Professor
at the Department of
War Studies, King’s College,
London, was the first UK Security
and Intelligence Co-ordinator
responsible to the Prime Minister
for the professional health of the
intelligence community, national
counter-terrorism strategy and
homeland security. He was also
Permanent Secretary of the Home
Office and prior to this, Director
of GCHQ (Cheltenham). Sir David
was therefore an ideal speaker for
one of our Short Chat luncheon
talks held at the Savile Club on
Wednesday 13th February.
After being introduced by
Pilgrims’ Chairman Diane

Simpson, Sir David began by
saying how appropriate it was to
address The Pilgrims, given the
importance of the Anglo-American
relationship, especially in the
field of espionage. In his book
(co-written with espionage expert
Mark Pythian), he seeks to address
the key question of how far a
state should authorise its agents
to go in seeking and using secret
intelligence. In his fascinating
talk he laid out all the ethical
questions relating to recruitment
of spies and informers, as well as
dealing with criminal and terrorist
organisations and unethical
regimes who obtain information
by coercion and torture. Also, he
touched on such topics as the use
of eavesdropping technology and
the huge general technological
advances taking place in society.
At question time Sir David dealt
masterfully with such matters as
any real secrets remaining with
all the advances in technology –
especially artificial intelligence,
the way independent contractors
are used in high tech top-secret
projects, government legislation
in mobile phone system changes
and the different ethical
standards used by this country in
comparison with others. After the
end of the talk, Sir David was given
a very warm vote of thanks, the
customary Pilgrims tie and official
history by Programme Chairman
Sir Peter Bottomley, MP.

Forthcoming events
2019/20
Monday 16th September 2019
“Life is what you make of it” by
Sir George W. Buckley
Venue: Savile Club,69 Brook
Street, London, W1K 4ER
Time: 6.30pm
Cost: £75.00 per person to include
drinks reception and dinner
Friday 20th September 2019
or Friday 27th September 2019
(Fully booked)
Tour of Lambeth Palace
Venue: Lambeth Palace,
London, SE1 7JU
Time: 11.00am - 12.30pm
followed by lunch
Cost: £26.00 per person
(including a light lunch of
sandwiches, freshly baked cake
and fresh fruit to be taken in the
garden weather permitting)
Monday 21st October 2019
The Pilgrims Society of Great
Britain Annual Meeting 2019
followed by the Sir Harry Brittain
Memorial Lecture and reception
with Sir Kevin Tebbit, KCB CMG
Venue: PwC, 1 Embankment Place,
London, WC2N 6RH
Time: 6.00pm
Cost: £28.00 per person
Optional supper afterwards at
8.15pm also at PwC: £40.00 per
person (limited places)
Thursday 7th November 2019
Short Chat with Dr John Lehman
and book signing of his
book Oceans Ventured:
Winning the Cold War at Sea
Venue: Naval Club, 38 Hill Street,
Mayfair, London, W1J 5NS
Time: 12.30 for 1.00pm
until 2.00pm
Cost: £20.00 including tea/coffee/
biscuits and sandwiches
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Kathleen Burk offers her own
fascinating interpretation of the
Anglo-American Relationship

O

n Tuesday 29th January,
our lunchtime speaker at
the Savile Club was the
distinguished historian Professor
Kathleen Burk. She spoke of her
latest book The Lion and the Eagle
– The interaction of the British and
American Empires (1783-1972).
Professor Burk began by seeking
to define an empire with particular
reference to Britain and the United
States. The British Empire was
essentially a sea-borne empire
while the American empire was
land-borne. She went on to look at
the respective roles played by both
countries in opening up China and
Japan in the nineteenth century.
Britain was the predominant world
power throughout this century.
In the twentieth century things
changed with two world wars and
the subsequent Cold War. Professor
Burk dealt with the Suez Crisis and

the Vietnam War in which Britain
refused to participate (except
for the presence of incognito
military advisers!).
At question-time Professor Burk
dealt adroitly with such topics as
post-Brexit US/GB relations, the
possibility of the US absorbing the
whole of Canada in the 19th Century,
the idea of an Emperor Trump,
world-wide financial power centres,
the power of the US dollar and the
identification of empires. Sir Stephen
Wright (Executive Committee)

The San Francisco Ballet at Sadler’s Wells

O

n Wednesday 5th June a
group of Pilgrims’ members
had the privilege of
watching a performance by the San
Francisco Ballet at Sadler’s Wells.
Under the leadership of its

dynamic and imaginative artistic
director Heigi Tomasson, the San
Francisco Ballet has achieved
a world-wide reputation for its
bold and striking productions.
On the evening in question three
pieces were on offer – Bespoke,

Forthcoming events
2019/20 cont.
Tuesday 19th November 2019
Lecture and reception (plus
optional supper) with The Right
Honourable The Baroness
Williams of Crosby CH PC
Venue: Army and Navy Club,
36 Pall Mall, London SW1Y 5JN
Time: 6.15pm for 6.30pm
Cost: £25.00 for reception.
Optional supper £55.00
Tuesday 19th May 2020
The Right Honourable The Lord
Carrington KG GCMG CH MC PC
DL Memorial Lecture and formal
dinner with address by The Right
Honourable The Lord Robertson of
Port Ellen KT GCMG PC FRSA FRSE
Venue: Drapers’ Hall,
Throgmorton Street,
London, EC2N 2DQ
Time: 6.00pm for 6.30pm
Cost: £125.00
Black Tie

delivered a very warm vote of thanks
and presented Kathleen Burk with
the customary Pilgrims’ official
history and ladies’ scarf.
Hummingbird and Hurry Up, we’re
dreaming. Stanton Welch’s Bespoke
explored dance itself in a love letter
to ballet, set to the violin concertos
of Johann Sebastian Bach
while Hummingbird by British
choreographer Liam Scarlett was
accompanied by Philip Glass’s
Tirol Concerto with shadowy
designs by regular collaborator
John Macfarlane. Hurry up, we’re
dreaming showcased Justin Peck’s
skilful use of the electronic music
of M83.
All in all, a most enjoyable evening.
Let us have more visits to the ballet
(and opera) in future Pilgrims’
programming, please!
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Hadley Freeman offers her own distinctive view of
the impact of immigration over the past century

O

n Thursday 28th March,
the Guardian writer and
columnist Hadley Freeman
was the guest speaker at an early
evening Pilgrims’ event, held at a
private residence in Lancaster Gate.
After being introduced by Kweilen
Hatleskog, our hostess for the
evening, Hadley Freeman began by
saying that she had just completed
a book dealing with her own family
history – From Here There and
Everywhere. Her Jewish ancestors
had been subjected to pogroms in
the Austro-Hungarian Empire at
this time – especially in Poland.
Coming into the 20th Century, the
number of Jews in France trebled
between the two World Wars
(1918-1939) and the impact of the

Great Depression (1929-34) caused
mass unemployment and increased
anti-Semitism. Thus, the ground
was laid for the Vichy regime which
came into being after the defeat of
France in 1940. The horrors of the
Holocaust led to the creation of the
State of Israel in 1948.
Looking at the present day, Hadley
Freeman made reference to Ken
Livingstone’s remarks about Hitler
being a supporter of Zionism and
the anti-Semitism permeating the
Labour party. At question-time she
talked about her discoveries during
her research – especially the Nazis’
seizure of art works owned by Jewish
collectors. She also dealt with the
treatment of Jews by Vichy under the
German occupation, as well as the

current rise of ant-Semitism and
the most effective antidotes to
anti-Semitism, as well as the likely
impact of Brexit on immigrants.
We owe a special debt of gratitude
to Kweilen Hatleskog (Executive
Committee) for her kindness
and hospitality.

Kori Schake presents a very perceptive and penetrating analysis of
the transition from British to American Hegemony

Kori Schake

A

t a lunchtime Short Chat,
held at the Savile Club
on Thursday 23rd May,
the guest speaker was Dr Kori
Schake (Deputy Director of
the International Institute for
Strategic Studies). After being
introduced by Pilgrims’ Chairman
Diane Simpson, she began by
comparing Britain and the USA
in the nineteenth century and

portrayed the two countries as
rivals – having previously fought
against one another in the War
of Independence (1775-1783) and
the War of 1812. She was quick to
point out that the Monroe Doctrine
of 1824 started out as a British
proposal to the USA – a tribute to
British diplomatic skills. It was not
until the late nineteenth century,
with American heiresses marrying
into the British aristocracy and
huge British capital investment in
the USA, that both nations began
to see each other in a similar and
favourable light.
In the Spanish – American War in
1898, Britain gave considerable
aid to the USA and this was
reciprocated by the USA when
Britain fought the Boer War
(1899-1902). Dr Schake then went
on to talk about the respective

roles played by Britain and the USA
in the First World War, the Second
World War and the Cold War and the
importance to this day of the Special
Relationship between Britain and the
USA. The world as a whole has clearly
benefited from the liberal democratic
values of both countries.
At question time, Kori Schake
handled such topics as the naval
aspect of British and American
hegemony, China’s inherent
weaknesses in its rise to supposed
global hegemony, a possible loss
of self-confidence on the part of
Britain and the USA, the concept
of global Britain, the possibility of
a second Trump term of office and
a comparison between American
exceptionalism and British
exceptionalism. Dr Schake received
a strong audience applause for her
excellent dissertation.
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News from The Pilgrims of the United States

J

L-R James Zirin, Jeh Johnson,
Miner H.Warner

eh Charles Johnson, former
US Secretary of Homeland
Security, was the guest of
honour at a reception held at The
River Club on January 8th 2019. He
has held the position of General
Counsel of the Department of
Defence, General Counsel of the
Department of the Air Force and
assistant United States Attorney for
the Southern District of New York.

IN MEMORIAM

Lady Agnew
Sir Ronald McIntosh KCB
Gregory Pilkington
Michael Powell
Bruno L Schroder
Donald Stearns
Andrew Stewart-Roberts
P L B Stoddart
The Hon Edward J Streator
The Baroness Trumpington
Richard Watkins
Lawson Willard

Strobe Talbott, Former Deputy Secretary of
State was the speaker at the 116th annual
meeting on April 25th

S

trobe Talbott, distinguished
fellow in residence in the
Foreign Policy programme
at the Brookings Institution was
the guest of honour at a reception
held at the Union League Club,

New York on April 25th 2019.
He was presented with the
Pilgrims of the United States
Medallion for service to the
nation by Pilgrims’ President,
Miner H Warner.

The Right Honorable
Jean Chrétien

T

L-R William Clinton, James Zirin,
Jean Chrétien, Miner H.Warner
MEMOS:
All members are encouraged
to register personal details
about themselves, for the
information of other members
only, in the Members’ Area of
the Society’s website

he Right Honorable Jean
Chrétien served as Prime
Minister of Canada for ten
years, stepping down in 2003. The
Right Honorable Jean Chrétien
served as Prime Minister of Canada
for ten years, stepping down in
2003. He completed his law studies
at Université Laval. He was the
guest of honour at a reception at
the Racquet and Tennis Club, New
York on February 18th 2019.
(www.pilgrimsociety.org/
members/index_please_login.php
We urge members to please
remember to bring their children
to events with the goal of
continuing their Pilgrims’ legacy.

Jill Spiller retires after 20 years
as Executive Director of the
US Pilgrims
Save mailing costs
and the environment

If you have received a hard copy
of this newsletter but would be
content to receive it electronically,
please contact the office.
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